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by writing: ‘I hope that the mem-
bers of the Komische oper orchestra 
will play it decently, especially as it 
is not a festival potboiler “ (Sam-
mlung Valentin Silvestrov: Korre-
spondenz).

Schnittke’s opinion is not 
groundless either. Many festivals 
legitimate the practices of holi-
day-intended melodising, of or-
chestras specially assembled for 
the occasion and of popular rep-
ertoire pieces, and when it comes 
to the festivals in East Europe of 
three decades or so ago, we can 
add opposition to new music for 
the sake of the idea of massive in-
volvement, apprehensibility, pop-
ularity, encouraging amateur arts 
and political genres.

The Lucerne Festival exists in a 
virtual discussion with Schnittke’s 
opinion of festival potboilers. Run-
ning year-round programmes on 
various stages, the festival identi-
fies itself with several major tasks, 
powerfully encouraging creative 
ideas: selecting excellent profes-

Lucerne Festival at Easter 
2017
Milena Bozhikova

The holdings of the Archive and 
Research Center for the Music of 
the Twentieth and Twenty-First 
Centuries, Paul Sacher Foundation 
based in Basel, a perfect place for 
scholarly investigation and study, 
keeps a collection of Alfred Schnit-
tke’s letters. In his letter of 27 Feb-
ruary 1968 to Valentin Silvestrov, 
Schnittke refers ironically to festi-
val practices. He urges Silvestrov 
to allow his Trio for piano, trumpet 
and celesta to be played in [East] 
Germany, assuring him of the 
quality of the piece’s performance 

MUSIC INTERNATIONAL  EXPRERIENCEFESTIVALS
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through numerous concerts that 
will be performed in the Hofkirche, 
the Franziskanerkirchem and the Je-
suitenkirche – and of course in the 
KKL Concert Hall as well. Naturally 
an Easter classic such as Bach’s St. 
John Passion is on the program: this 
year it will be performed by Thomas 
Hengelbrock and his Balthasar Neu-
mann Choir and Ensemble. Wolf-
gang Rihm’s Requiem-Strophen rep-
resents a brand-new work of sacred 
music, while Monteverdi’s Vespers, 
which will be staged, rings in this 
milestone year marking the 450th 
anniversary of the composer’s birth. 
We also commemorate the Swiss 
“patron saint” Niklaus von Flüe, also 

sionals; inviting young musicians; 
offering masterclasses in conduct-
ing and composition; actively and 
purposefully presenting new mu-
sic; holding themed discussions 
with selected participants.

This is how Michael Haefliger, 
the Festival’s Executive and Artistic 
Director, motivated the content of 
the programme of this year’s edi-
tion of Lucerne Festival at Easter 
(1–9 April 2017): ‘The period lead-
ing up to Easter is a time of silence. 
But that does not mean music needs 
to keep silent these 40 days of Lent 
– and certainly not in Lucerne. Our 
2017 Easter Festival finds a way to 
engage in spiritual contemplation 
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the explosively revolutionary pow-
er of the classical masters Mozart 
and Beethoven. Mariss Jansons and 
the Bavarian Radio ensembles have 
been regular guests at the Easter 
Festival since 2004, and they have 
designed a brilliant finale with two 
programs, one contemporary and 
one of modern classics.

Diversity is the key to our pro-
gram.’

Julia Lezhneva was yet anoth-
er newcomer to the festival, who 
was offered the chance to make 
her festival debut together with 
Moscow ensemble La Voce Stru-
mentale under the baton of Dmi-
try Sinkovsky. My impressions of 
her, though not get from this par-

known as “Brother Klaus” – born 
600 years ago – with the dramat-
ic legend composed about him by 
Arthur Honegger. Motets by Bachq 
Messiean, and Poulenc will inspire 
meditative immersion, and a vocal 
high point is sure to be the opening 
concert with the phenomenal Rus-
sian soprano Julia Lezhneva, who 
will sing music by Porpora, Hendel, 
and Vivaldi.

Teodor Currentzis, who made his 
spectacular Festival debut in 2015, 
returns with his ensemble musi-
cAeterna to lead two concerts as 
artist-in-residence. He will pair Per-
golesi’s Stabat Mater with Haydn’s 
Seven Last Words of Our Saviour on 
the Cross and will also demonstrate 
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Berlin Konzerthaus, to Vienna and 
Salzburg, to Lincoln Center, New 
York to the Great Hall of Moscow 
State Conservatory to St-Peters-
burg Philharmonic Hall among 
other prestigious concert venues. 
As of 2011, Lezhneva is an exclu-
sive DECCA solo artist.

Teodor Currentzis gave two 
concerts at the festival (5, 7 April), 
making his debut at the Lucerne 
Festival at Easter 2015 with the 
same orchestra of Russian mu-
sicians and works by J. Ph. Ra-
meau that had gained him critical 
acclaim earlier in Russia. At this 
year’s Lucerne edition he was al-
ready an artist-in-residence. Since 
the late 1990s, Currentzis has 
made a name for himself in Rus-
sia, substantiated by a number of 
interviews and mass media ad-
vertising. My first impression live 
of him was not in Russia, but in 
2017, in Lucerne from Seven Last 
Words of Our Saviour on the Cross 
by J. Haydn and Stabat Mater by G. 
B. Pergolesi. Performed a week to 
the day of Good Friday for which 
the work was commissioned by 
the festival, this version of Haydn’s 
Words… of 1787 was in fact Pas-
sion for orchestra. Nine years lat-
er Haydn developed the work in 
an oratorio scored for soloists, 
choir and orchestra. According to 
the composer’s biographers, the 

ticular concert, are of a very intel-
ligent and talented singer. She is 
already deemed to be a star on 
western stages for her technical-
ity, brilliance, tonal precision, the 
specific delicacy and razor-sharp 
clarity of her voice. Aged just 27 or 
28, she reminds of the 1980s Kiri 
Te Kanawa and the 1990s Cecilia 
Bartoli, who used to sing together 
with Georg Solti at the time; she 
is being compared to the 1950s 
Irmgard Seefried. The bill features 
her as ‘a soprano you really need 
to hear!. – She can spin infinite-
ly long threads of melody without 
gasping for breath, and her vocal 
acrobatics constantly astonish, with 
phrasing that is as moving as it is 
intelligent’. Lezhneva has first of 
all received thorough profession-
al training and has gained exten-
sive experience at Gretchaninov 
Music School, Moscow; piano and 
vocal studies at Moscow Conser-
vatory Academic Music College; 
Accademia Rossiniana, Pesaro 
and has attended masterclasses 
at Cardiff International Acade-
my of Voice (CIAV). She has sung 
across Europe: from Royal Albert 
Hall and Barbican Hall to Roy-
al Opera House Covent Garden, 
London to Paris Salle Pleyel and 
Salle Gaveau, Théâtre du Châtelet 
to Royal Opera House, Versailles 
to Amsterdam Concertgebouw, 
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[Luke 23:33-34] underlie Sonata 
No. 1 to go on with a dialogue be-
tween the malefactors who were 
hanged railed on Him [Luke 23:39-
43] in Sonata No. 2 to proceed in 
Sonata No. 3 with John’s verses 
[19:25-27], while Sonata No. 6, the 
last one is based on the words of 
Jesus ‘It is over’. The Epilogue is 
built on Luke 23:46: ‘Father, into 
thy hands I commend my spirit’ and 
the ensuing events, when the veil 
of the temple was rent; and the 
earth did quake, and it was ac-
knowledged that truly this was 
the Son of God, according to Mat-
thew. In an attempt to translate 
the content, the conductor relied 
on external effects such as a ful-

music was meant to accompany 
the priest’s sorrow and prayers on 
Good Friday, leaving word outside 
music by not incorporating lyr-
ics so that the crucified Saviour’s 
words to talk directly to the souls 
of the worshippers. Currentzis at-
tempted at being authentic by rec-
reating the ambience of the ear-
liest church performance. Haydn 
composed remarkable in its idea 
‘music of the state of mind’ as a 
cycle of seven sonatas with an in-
troduction and an epilogue, which 
was intended to evoke empathy 
for Christ’s death through orches-
tral devices alone. The words of 
the Gospel: ‘Father, forgive them; 
for they know not what they do.’ 
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since the 1990s, when he began 
studying conducting at the State 
Conservatory of St. Petersburg, 
under the tutelage of Professor 
Ilya Musin. Currentzis counts on 
activity in his repertoires and per-
formances; he counts on the rep-
utation and the class of the State 
Conservatory of St. Petersburg; on 
the traditions of Russian perform-
ing arts building his conductorial 
repertoires with Russian orches-
tras too.

ly darkened hall, a barely lit stage, 
lit candles on the podium, musi-
cians donned as monks, hushed 
dynamics, etc. Still, both here and 
in Pergolesi’s Stabat Mater with 
soloists Nuria Rial (soprano) and 
Paula Murrihy (mezzo-soprano), 
what questioned the authentici-
ty were the short musical phrase 
structures, lack of a continuum 
of form and a mastered sound 
process, excessive gesturing, lack 
of concentration and embedded 
conviction along with too much 
theatricality and pretence.

What I made of Currentzis’ pres-
ence was a festival’s gesture to 
give a chance both to performers 
and audiences. The synopses of 
the concerts under his baton need 
greater elaboration on the identi-
fication of geographical and musi-
cal provincialism in Russia: pres-
ently, Currentzis is conductor and 
the Artistic Director of the State 
Opera and Ballet Theatre of Perm 
‘located over 1,000 km northeast 
of Moscow’, a ‘remote spot that a 
musical revolution has occurred’ 
as the programme puts it. Russia 
is well known for providing excel-
lent professional education from 
secondary school to university and 
this is the reason why the quality 
of Russian provincial orchestras 
has been high enough for a young 
conductor such as Currentzis ever 
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1927.
Presently, the premiere of Mas-

ters at the National Theatre is 
charged with symbolism for yet 
another reason. It is in fact the 
first play on the bill programmed 
by the National Theatre’s new Di-
rector, Marius Donkin, who took 
charge of the national institution 
in the beginning of this season 
following a long managerial cri-
sis. He has already presented his 
managerial ideas, where Bulgar-
ian plays, both contemporary in-
terpretations of classical drama-
turgy and new dramatic works are 
at the top of the priorities. From 
this vantage point, the choice of 
Masters is undoubtedly a signifi-
cant nod to his plans, sparking a 
number of expectations.

Apart from the choice of this 
emblematic of the National The-
atre (and of Bulgarian theatre for 
that matter) classical drama, the 
keen anticipation of the new stag-
ing has been bolstered also by the 
invitation to Petrinel Gotchev to 
stage the production. He has re-

The National Theatre first 2017 
premiere Masters by Racho Stoian-
ov, directed by Petrinel Gotchev, 
was held at the Chamber Hall on 
28 January. After celebrating ear-
ly this year the 110th anniversary 
since the unveiling of the edifice of 
the theatre (3 January 1907), now 
the company with this premiere 
reminds of yet another emblem-
atic anniversary: 90 years since 
the production of the first ever 
‘masterly’[i] Bulgarian play staged 
at the theatre that brought into 
existence the ‘genuinely national 
drama’[ii], as enthusiastic review-
ers observed at the time. That was 
the play Masters by Racho Stoian-
ov, staged by Nikolay Massalitinov 
and premiered on 10 September 

MASTERS BY RACHO STOIANOV 
RESTAGED AT THE NATIONAL THEATRE
Kamelia Nikolova

THEATREANNIVERSARIES
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special closed space encircled by 
a kind of a wooden garden bench 
or a joiner’s bench interrupted in 
two places by the stairways to the 
two entrances to the hall and an-
other opening at the far end of the 
stage. This closed space is Master 
Naiden’s house (Ivan Yurukov) or 
rather, a room in his house, where 
he sketches designs of his wood-
carvings and his apprentices work 
on the bench, chisels and burins 
in hand–– all this while specta-
tors are taking their seats. Behind 
this clearly outlined and strong-
ly protected private (inner) space 
and right opposite the rising tiers 
of seats, a big wooden scaffold-
ing towers to mark the room of 

cently strikingly though uneven-
ly demonstrated his inventive, 
strongly visual and plastic theatre 
in his productions of Romeo and 
Juliet and Joan of Arc’s Death at Ga-
brovo Theatre and A Respectable 
Wedding by Bertolt Brecht at Sofia 
Theatre. It was undoubtedly an in-
genious and intriguing endeavour 
to assign the production of such 
a play with its intricate metaphor-
ical and stylised characters as 
Masters to a director with a strong 
predilection for visual expression 
and starting his career as a wood-
carver too.

Upon entering the Chamber Hall 
what a spectator sees is a plat-
form in the middle turned into a 

A scene from Masters: Gergana Zmiicharova (Milkana) and Ivan Yurukov (Naiden) 
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ity and the yearning for renew-
al––the author, using an admix-
ture of classical, romantic and 
modern dramaturgic strategies 
in the text, succeeds in dealing 
with the wider problem of man’s 
innate striving for self-fulfilment, 
for realising one’s full potential 
and keeping one’s achievements, 
which striving is put to the test, 
however, by the split inherent to 
human personality between what 
has been established and what is 
new, between tradition and re-
bellion, between safety and free-
dom, between subjective longings 
and communal consensuses. This 
complicated drama of self-fulfil-
ment bursts forth directly in the 
love triangle between Naiden, Mil-
kana and Zhivko.

Taken together as archetyp-
al figures of the two main types 
of individual behaviour towards 
the community and the tradi-
tion, Naiden (striving to realise 
his full potential by fitting in well 
with both) and Zhivko (striving for 
self-fulfilment by rebelling and 
rejecting them) outline an image 
of an innately split human being. 
Seen in the same light, Milkana is 
the protagonist for she is the one 
to present an undivided human 
being facing a situation of choice 
between these two principles in 
her and the two positions on life.

the craftsmen at the church and 
the construction of a new house, 
where the competition between 
Naiden and Zhivko will be held lat-
er, i.e. this is Naiden’s living space, 
the space of the small town of 
woodcarvers. It is external to him 
and his house/world, but at the 
same is familiar and intimate. Both 
spaces––of Naiden’s house and 
of the town––are made from the 
same material (sawn light wood 
boards), constantly and equal-
ly lit and the characters natural-
ly cross the boundaries between 
them all the time. This is Naiden’s 
world, surrounded though by the 
bigger external world of the un-
known and the remote. The latter 
is plunged into darkness (the dark 
hall seating the spectators). Two 
forbiddingly black tunnels lead to 
the clear and brilliantly lit up Naid-
en’s life, i.e. the unlit during the 
performance stairways to the two 
exits from the hall, from where 
Naiden’s rival in artistry and love 
and everything related to those, 
Zhivko bursts in.

The shortest definition of Racho 
Stoianov’s play is perhaps ‘a dra-
ma of human self-fulfilment’[iii]. 
Exploring the eternal questions 
of being––the dramatic nature of 
the relationship between the indi-
vidual and society and the conflict 
between the need for continu-
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and about to lose the woodcarving 
competition to Zhivko, is caress-
ing and protecting her and hurt-
ing and killing her all at once, a 
scene ingeniously referring to the 
popular poster of Oskar Kokosch-
ka’s Murderer, the Hope of Women. 
This list of the director’s achieve-
ments is long. Still, as many are 
the failures of the said directori-
al strategy, mainly in not pursu-
ing it clearly enough in his work 
with the performers on articulat-
ing their lines, on building their 
overall tonal and gestural score, 
where the resourceful rhythmic, 
plastic and visual solutions alter-
nate with random and trivial ones.

The aforementioned strong 
and weak points of the directori-
al strategy show differently in the 
performance of the actors and 
actresses. The most categorical 
and following in derail the de-
velopment of his character both 
plastically and visually and as a 
vibrant and verbal presence is 
Ivan Yurukov as Naiden. Gergana 
Zmiicharova as Milkana is very im-
pressive in her expressive plastic 
performance, but remains uneven 
in attaining the rhythmic expres-
siveness of speech. Zhivko’s char-
acter was perhaps a real challenge 
both to the actor and the team 
behind the production. Zafir Rad-
jab plays in an overly big way with 

Petrinel Gotchev identifies him-
self with this basic existential read-
ing of Masters. As in the rest of his 
productions, here he also seeks 
to capture first of all the innate 
drives and tensions both within 
the text as a whole and within its 
elements such as dialogues, situa-
tions, personal relationships, lan-
guage, the playwright’s stage di-
rections. Once he has got to these 
drives and tensions, he passion-
ately and prodigally rushes to ex-
pose those onstage through inge-
nious and thrilling visual images 
and plastic compositions. Petrinel 
Gotchev’s striking and compel-
ling theatre of images has its up-
sides and downsides demonstrat-
ed here once again. His solution 
to the stage space, both simple 
and knockout recapitulating the 
meanings of the play, and the in-
genious and inventive set design 
by Juliana Voikova-Naimans (with 
whom they teamed up to make 
a good creative duo) are among 
the unquestionably strong points 
of this theatre and a categorical 
achievement of this production. 
Memorable are also the wonderful 
expressive images/pictures of Mil-
kana (Gergana Zmiicharova) flying 
over the sketches inspired by her 
for Naiden’s future works or Naid-
en holding his beloved girl in his 
arms, when he, in a fit of jealousy 
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overexposed and more often than 
not imprecise gestures and tones 
and eventually, fails to cut the fig-
ure of an extreme rebel and loner 
that he has apparently sought to 
make.

In conclusion, by choosing the 
premiere of Masters to open 2017, 
the National Theatre has hit the 
mark succeeding in activating and 
highlighting both the best and 
the challenging aspects of its rep-
ertory: a brave, significant and a 
promising endeavour.

See the unabridged version in: 
Литературен вестник, 4, 1-7 
February 2017, p. 8

[i] М. Минев. “Народен театър. 
Майстори”. In: “Хиперион”, VІ, 
1927, 7, p. 307

[ii] Ив. Радославов. “Майстори”. 
In: “Хиперион”, VІ, 1927, 8, p. 366

[iii] Cf.: К. Николова. 
„Майстори” или драмата на 
себеосъществяването – In: 
Камелия Николова (с колектив). 
Българското драматургично 
наследство: нови прочити. 
Издателство „Петко Венедиков”, 
София, 2006, pp. 77-94
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Concerto in E-flat major Mozart (К 
482), far from that. He went be-
yond the sound delving into in-
credible depths, turning audienc-
es towards themselves, towards 
Mozart’s ‘productive power which 
operates upon generation after 
generation, and still is not wasted 

GREAT MEN OF MUSIC 
RIHM/JANSONS/AX/HAITINK
Milena Bozhikova

The final days (8–9 April 2017) 
of this year’s edition of Lucerne 
Festival at Easter were the event’s 
culmination with the programmes 
of the Bavarian Radio Symphony 
Orchestra under the baton of Ma-
riss Jansons with pieces by Wolf-
gang Rihm, in the fascinating in-
terpretation of Emanuel Ax and 
the orchestral conducting master-
class given by Bernard Haitink.

Emanuel Ax onstage is a com-
plete negation of vainglorious 
showiness and eccentricity. I have 
listened to both his recordings 
with Jo-Jo-Ma and Isaac Stern and 
live performances. Still, Ax is not 
just a brilliant performer of Piano 

MUSIC INTERNATIONAL  EXPRERIENCEFESTIVALS
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anniversary and the work was al-
most immediately performed at 
Lucerne Festival. Boulez’s death 
months later inspired Rihm to 
compose Gruss-Moment 2. In me-
moriam Pierre Boulez features 
an unusual orchestral solution, 
where the winds and the percus-
sion section take the lead while 
the strings join them only inter-
mediately.

The second piece, Requiem-Stro-
phen for soloists, mixed choir and 
orchestra was the Swiss premiere 
following its performance in Mu-
nich on 30 and 31 March. With 
Rihm, sacral music is a specific 
form of an insight. Consequently, 
Requiem-Strophen is in tune with 

or consumed’, to quote Goethe’s 
Conversations with Johann Peter 
Eckermann. He is an unbelievable 
musician, concentrated, introvert-
ed, sensitive, and free of vanity or 
artistic populism.

Wolfgang Rihm’s two piec-
es completed in 2016 and given 
world premieres this year were 
in memoriam in their essence. 
Rihm’s first piece in that concert 
was Gruss-Moment 2, commis-
sioned by the Berliner Philhar-
moniker Foundation and given its 
world premiere in February 2017 
by the Berlin Philharmonic, came 
out of the blue. Rihm composed 
his Gruss-Moment in 2015 on the 
occasion of Pierre Boulez’s 90th 
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but it is not a requiem to someone: I 
imagine being in an anamnesis or in 
an analysis and I remember words 
of a process which seems to date 
back quite of while. It also has a 
biographic connotation. When I was 
young, I often sang in choirs and, 
of course, we sang the whole reper-
toire of choir of both the classical 
and the romantic epoch. We sang 
the big requiems of Mozart, Berlioz, 
Verdi, Brahms, and also motets that 
originated from requiem texts. And 
since then, I’ve always remembered 
those texts. The ‘stream of sound’, 
the discourse of words, the mix be-
tween both the vocal and instru-
mental articulation were the main 
essence of composing. Into that 
music, the words were flowing from 
my memory. I often tend to proceed 
that way: I memorize texts and lat-
er––when composing––I remember 
the texts and use them in my com-
position. I don’t always remember 
these texts, but often I do. Et Lux 
was written for the Hilliard Ensem-
ble and the Arditti Quartet. Et Lux 
doesn’t require vocal specialists, but 
vocalists who sing in very well tune. 
And as we know, singing in tune is 
always the hardest when singing’.

The composer does not construe 
the Requiem just like a Missa de 
profundis for the genre has long 
ago expanded beyond its church 
purposes. The author said he was 

such composer’s works as Mein 
Tod. Requiem in memoriam Jane S. 
(1989), Memoria. 3 Requiem-Bruch-
stücke for boy soprano, alto, choir 
and orchestra (2004), Reminiszenz 
(2016), Missa brevis (2017), De Pro-
fundis (2015), the instrumental 
requiem Et Lux (2016). The com-
poser said in an interview about 
the latter that it was a ‘requiem, 
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(in Latin and German) and their 
meaning: while the poems are cen-
tered on death, God and eternity 
in Bible verses are contrasted to 
transience. Accordingly, the vocal 
and orchestral roles: the choir per-
forms the prayer evocations (un-
accompanied or accompanied by 
certain instruments), the lines by 
Rilke and Bobrowski are assigned 
to the soloists, while the baritone 
sings Michelangelo’s sonnets.

The crossing of the axes is dis-
cernible also in the number of 
the parts and their distribution: 
four untitled parts containing 14 
(3+4+4+3) sections, of which the 

interpreting it in the sense of Ein 
deutsches Requiem by Brahms, in 
the vein of Verdi and Faure’s requi-
ems as a solace to the living or a 
projection of death’s images. His 
music creates and impression of a 
continuously crossing set of axes: 
the horizontal axis is the drama of 
life represented through verses by 
Rainer Maria Rilke, Johannes Bo-
browski, Michelangelo and Hans 
Sahl, while the vertical axis is the 
thought of God expressed in the 
canonical requiem text and Isaiah 
40:6-7; 129 (130) Psalm. This con-
tinuous crossing of the two axes is 
accompanied by changing the texts 
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Rihm’s opus leaves an impression 
of a confession of a kind: the po-
ems by authors of different peri-
ods epitomise man’s agonies and 
fears, while the canonical texts 
and Bible verses are a confes-
sion, a prayer, humility and trust. 
The first and the third part repeat 
three times, all in all, Rilke’s Der Tod 
from The Book of Images where the 
contrasted life/death, happiness/
agony, visibility/hiddenness come 
to the fore once again. Heidegger 
construes thoughts about death, 
particularly in Rilke’s works, as a 
quest for God, which means ac-
knowledgment of God’s existence 
and inarticulacy.

two in the middle are apparent-
ly symmetrical in a different way, 
while the enclosing contain the 
resuming messages. The works 
opens with Isaiah 40:6-7: ‘All flesh 
is grass, and all the goodliness 
thereof is as the flower of the field’. 
The closing part and the finale 
feature the lines from Bobrows-
ki’s Der Tod, Sahl’s Strophen (‘I go 
slowly from the world, into a land-
scape beyond all distance’) and the 
canonical texts of Lacrimosa (‘Full 
of tears will be that day’), Libera 
me (‘Deliver me, O Lord, from death 
eternal on that fearful day’), Agnus 
Dei (‘Lamb of God, you who take 
away the sins of the world’). This 
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the difficulty’. While the choral tex-
ture is meant for non-profession-
als too as he says he writes for ‘or-
dinary people’.

Though always detached as an 
author, the themes of death and 
God are important to Rihm as 
read through the Bible, poetry or 
theological literature.

Conductor Bernard Haitink (88), 
a winner of numerous awards, who 
has received two Grammies and 
five Gramophones, gave his mas-
terclass in conducting at Lucerne 
Festival at Easter 2017. Partici-
pants considered four examples 
of major styles: Mozart’s Prague 
Symphony, Beethoven’s Symphony 
No. 2, Robert Schumann’s Sympho-
ny No. 3, Rhenish and Debussy’s 
La mer. Haitink teaches in the way 
he conducts: controlling where 
necessary his gestures, clearly ar-
ticulating, using not unnecessary 
movements, both strictly rhythmi-
cally and expressively. The bench-
marks Haitink provided was tex-
tual consistency with the scores; 
he reduced excessive tension in 
the performances, accentuating 
even flow of music, breathing 
and phrasing; reminding to gear 
the dynamic characteristics to 
the style and the composer, for 
example, to differentiate the ex-
treme dynamisms in Beethoven: 
forte-fortissimo or piano-pianis-

Der To dist groß.
Wir sind die Seinen
Lachenden Munds.
Wenn wir uns
Mitten im Leben meinen,
Mitten in uns.
(Death looms large. 
We are those who are 
its laughing mouths. 
As we consider ourselves alive, 
it dares to weep 
in our midst.
Gary Bachlund)

Der Tod by Bobrowski, whose po-
etic muse interprets the topics of 
death, guilt, war occurs in the final 
parts of the Requiem. The second 
part concentrates on the emotion-
ality of the sonnets and Psalm 129 
(130) (Out of the depths I cry to you, 
Lord; Lord, hear my voice.).

Rihm’s music within the frame-
work of his compositional tech-
niques is remarkably poetical and 
lyrical, finely orchestrated, deli-
cately and richly textured, evincing 
apparent symbolism and rhetori-
cal significance. The author argues 
his choices of lyrics by his intuitive 
approach and striving to express 
his emotions being unable though 
to define precisely why. As was 
the case with his previous works, 
here again he says he has used a 
simplified musical language, but 
‘the apparent simplicity is actually 
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ly open to ideas, a festival offering 
chances, novel creative solutions, 
substantial melodising and a vi-
sionary management.

simo; he differentiated the de-
grees of differences in dynamism 
and accentuated the contrasts on 
the right places. To him, achieving 
simplicity, intelligibility and preci-
sion proved the most important 
aspects.

The final two days at Lucerne 
Festival at Easter with their 25 
or so percent of attendance ca-
pacity, became a special cultural 
showpiece for the audiences, who 
have nothing left but change their 
views and way of thinking unless 
they happened to have no sense 
of music at all. Lucerne Festival at 
Easter is a powerful overture to 
Lucerne Summer Festival, which 
will in three months time offer a 
new series of elite works and per-
formers: the European, world or 
Swiss premieres of pieces by such 
composers-in-residence as Michel 
van der Aa, Helena Winkelman, 
Heinz Holliger, Lisa Streich, Frie-
drich Cerha, John Luther Adams, 
Luca Francesconi, Matthew Kaner, 
etc., as well as the world premiere 
of the arrangement for strings and 
the text of On an Overgrown Path 
[Po zarostlém chodníčku] by Leoš 
Janáček and the Swiss premiere of 
Chant funèbre op. 5 by Igor Straw-
insky.

Diversity is indeed the key to 
the concept of Lucerne Festival, 
an event free of prejudices, wide-
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the challenges faced in my career 
is hardly a subject matter suitable 
for a brief interview…

It is enough to watch, say, 
Mezzo channel for several hours 
to become fully aware of the fact 
that challenges facing those who 
are meant to hand the art of music 
down to posterity, are growing in 
numbers.

Over a century or so even the 
piano as a musical instrument has 
become endlessly subjected to all 
sorts of experiments and is rarely 
used for its intended purpose. 
The perverse idea that everything 
in art has to undergo changes all 
the time at any cost or else it will 
die away is behind this problem. 
This claptrap has gained quite 
a few admirers, champions and 
even martyrs, in fact so many that 
the term ‘challenge’ is far from all 
encompassing for the problem in 
its entirety.

The Roman motto ‘Grow or 
die’, has been known ever since 
the ancient times, but what the 

An interview with the 
renowned Bulgarian pianist, 
composer and teacher, Prof. 
Yovcho Krushev on the occasion 
of his 60th anniversary

1. Prof. Krushev, you are a long-
standing concert pianist and 
teacher both at home and abroad, 
which involves a lot of travel. 
What have been the greatest 
challenges you have faced in your 
career?

The years flew past and you are 
now talking of a long-standing 
career and not without reason too. 
I have given over 2,000 concerts. It 
is frightening sometimes to think 
that all this has passed through 
my mind and hands. What were 

A TOPICAL VIEWPOINT ON THE ART 
OF PIANISM
Polina Antonova

MUSICANNIVERSARIES
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all the difference. The ancient 
Romans had a good knowledge of 
the world, very good indeed.

2. What makes a professional 
pianist?

It is, first and foremost, good 
taste!

Great and noble Haydn said 
about Mozart:’I say to you before 
God and as an honest man, that your 
son is the greatest composer known 
to me by name or by reputation, he 
has impeccable taste and beyond 
that the most profound knowledge 
of composition’. As simple as that! 
Nowadays we are hearing only of 
‘professionalism,’ meaning by this 

Romans meant was to achieve 
spiritual growth, toward which a 
relatively small number of humans 
strive, too small indeed, rather 
than technological innovation.

How could we change for the 
better, say, a Guarneri violin? 
By making it electric? Well, that 
definitely didn’t work. I thing that 
we should, first and foremost, try 
and gain insight into its qualities 
and then change it provided we 
have the valences to do it. It is true, 
in fact, of all aspects of human 
life. It is a matter of principle. Our 
predecessors suggested growing 
rather than just changing. It makes 
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the turn of the previous century.
A pianist should have light, 

distinct and lissom technique to 
begin with. Still, their spiritual 
level, their inherent nobility is a 
decisive factor. I myself do not 
believe that a good style can 
be shaped only thorough the 
efforts of the intellect. A talent is 
needed! A talent is a great power. 
Outstanding individualities 
demonstrate outstanding playing 
style. Humble spiritual gifts wane 
on the stage.

4. The Eastern or the Western 
school is a much-discussed 
topic: Austria and Germany, 
France, Italy or Russia? What the 
principles and methods of work 
do you adhere to in teaching? 
When do you experiment?

Presently, those, who have 
established the tradition of 
pianism, are about to profane 
it. If there is anything left of 
the art of piano playing, it now 
flickers in some places in the 
east of Europe. Playing became 
sports of a kind, a competition 
between technologies. Showbiz 
has played its part in this. 
In my teaching activities, I adhere 
to the Taoist principle of personal 
example and of encouragement. 
Back in the days when I was a 
student I swore to never scold my 
own students if I became a teacher. 

mostly an impeccable technology, 
while impeccable taste is not a 
talking point. Why so? Well, because 
everyone without exception is 
flattered at the vain thought of 
having it. It’s such a delusion! 
Years ago it was funny, but 
now it is not funny anymore. 
Recently, mutilating works 
onstage has been all the rage and 
the reviewers are prompt in calling 
this ‘a quest for novel art ideas’.

This is in fact ‘…the most dangerous 
form of feeble reviewing…’ as 
great Bulgarian poet Yavorov has 
defined it in a letter.

3. It is a long and hard process 
depending more often than 
not on unknown parameters 
that makes a concert pianist. 
Which are the major stages in 
this process judging from your 
experience of a performer and 
a teacher?

A teacher with full knowledge 
has to be found, first of all. Or 
else the student would, all his or 
her life, multiply the faults of their 
teacher in the public domain. 
It is a lifelong learning with 
pianists. One finds out many 
things in the process of self-
education. Listening to recordings. 
No matter how critical a look we 
take at recordings, the latter can 
provide useful information. This 
is especially true of those made at 
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now minds clattering away at the 
keyboard. I am saying this with a 
heavy heart. A matter of senses.

It is impossible to speak of form 
and style in a linear succession. 
Everyone is free to attend my 
lectures to receive such an amount 
of ‘concreteness’ that’ll keep them 
going for a long time. I plan to 
stay in Bulgaria for another year. I 
don’t know what I am going to opt 
for after that.

6. Which practices are good in 
the art of playing the piano and 
how do you see the role of the 
Bulgarian school?

The Bulgarian school was 
brought to the fore as late as 1978, 

There is no point in scolding them.
5. What an approach do 

you take to build an artistic 
performance? What principles 
do you adhere to in sound 
emitting, the specifics of a style, 
rendering the form, etc.?

The piano under the hands 
of a master has the wonderful 
ability to change its timbre. Anton 
Rubinstein said about the piano: 
‘You think it is one instrument? It 
is a hundred instruments!’ i.e. a 
full orchestra. Unfortunately, less 
and less pianists have the senses 
needed for such changes. It takes 
hard work at the keyboard to 
reach such a level. Almost nobody 
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8. Is playing the piano an exact 
science? 

Thank God no, it isn’t. Which 
does not mean that there are no 
precise principles and criteria 
proved right over the centuries 
As mentioned above, intellect and 
the ability to think analytically is 
far from enough. The senses are 
much more needed.

Even in pure science we cant’ 
make any progress onboard the 
old horse drawn carriage of the 
analytical method for it imparts 
no knowledge, but just multiplies 
the questions (Kant’s Prolegomena 
to Any Future Metaphysics). We 
are in want of a new scientific 
paradigm to meet the heuristic 
and empirical front at the turn of 
the twenty-first century.

[1] Garrick Ohlsson (1948) 
is a classical pianist, the first 
American to win first prize in the 
International Frédéric Chopin 
Piano Competition, in 1970. He 
also won first prize at the Busoni 
Competition (1966) in Italy and 
the Montreal Piano Competition 
(1968) in Canada. He received a 
Grammy Award in 2008.

when several very good pianists 
were invited to the International 
Tchaikovsky Competition. I was 
privileged to be among the 
invitees. The world became aware 
at long last of the fact that we 
were making true art. We should 
though give credit to the first 
teachers. I was not acquainted 
with many of them, though I got to 
know closely Pancho Vladigerov, 
Dobrin Petkov, Konstantin Iliev, 
Ivan Marinov, Vasil Kazandjiev, 
Georgi Robev, Vasil Arnaudov, 
Alexander Raichev, Parashkev 
Hadjiev, Zdravko Manolov, etc.

Of the pianists, I have been 
influenced by the Ganevs, Julia 
and Konstantin; Luba Ehcheva; 
Nikolai Evrov; Vera Gornostaeva; 
Sviatoslav Richter; Yevgeny 
Malinin; Alexei Nasedkin; Sergei 
Dorensky; Ludwig Hoffmann; 
Kyoko Edo; Takashi Yamazaki, etc. 
These are artists whom I view as 
exemplary models.

7. What are the new trends in 
the art of playing the piano?

The new trends fail to follow and 
still less to develop the tradition. 
I’m very concerned about it. 
Watching the new ‘experts” on 
Мezzo and their ‘masterclasses’, 
one can only sigh heavily. Such 
contemporary virtuosos as 
Garrick Ohlsson[1], for example, 
are increasingly rarely heard of.
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photographers made since the 
1990s until now. Stepping into the 
gallery, visitors found themselves 
in a sort of a chaotic jigsaw of 
representations in almost all 
possible lines: temporal, genre, 
technical, expositional and even 
generational. But then again, 
it is impossible for a general 
exhibition to be narrowly focused 
and uncluttered, but this one, I 
am afraid, has defied some of the 
fundamentals of photography. The 
organisers have failed to share the 
process of selection or the name 
of the curators, but the first thing 
that stuck out a mile was the hash 
of commercial photography and 
authorial projects and reportage 
photography. Mixing various 
techniques (35mm, medium 
format, digital) by photographers 
is unavoidable nowadays though. 
Still classical black and white studio 
portrait photography, for instance, 
represented in different sizes 
and types of printing methods, 
felt somehow inadequate, when 
displayed next to colour reports, 

CONTEMPORARY BULGARIAN PHO-
TOGRAPHY AT VIVACOM ART HALL
Iosif Astrukov

Musiz Foundation’s 
Contemporary Bulgarian 
Photography exhibition staged in 
collaboration with VIVACOM, Sofia 
Municipality and Archives State 
Agency kicked of on 20 March at 
the art gallery on the second floor 
of VIVACOM Art Hall. Making my 
way through the crowd of visitors, 
I almost ran into a photographer 
of the older generation, whom 
I happened to know and who 
greeted me with the words: ‘Very 
disappointing!’ A bit later, I had 
the chance to grasp how right 
this recapitulation of the show 
was. The exhibition sought to 
present to the general public the 
best works by forty Bulgarian 

SCREEN ARTS
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recent years (Stoian Nenov, Martin 
Chichov, Nadezhda Pavlova), 
directors of photography (Emil 
Christov), Misirkov/Borisov duo 
more popular for their creative 
quests both in documentary 
film and photography, as well as 
young authors. With such a wide 
range of authors and generations 
working in completely different 
genres and techniques, a chaotic 
hash is unavoidable. Commercial 
photographers presented projects 
intended for various publications, 
fashion more often than not or 
famous and notorious persons 
that have become the order of the 

most of which, of course, digital. 
Practically, all the photographs 
have been digitised and part 
of them apparently edited. The 
variety of styles as well as the 
different number of works taken 
by the same photographers was 
also conducive to the chaotic 
reception. The very principle 
of the selection of authors 
remained unclear. Most of the 
popular figures in commercial 
photography were presented 
(Encho Naidenov, Temelko 
Temelkov, Vasil Kurkelanov) along 
with photographers enjoying 
international recognition in the 
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interesting in itself if the pictures 
themselves were intriguing. 
Certain photographs do, of course, 
boast unquestionable qualities, 
but as a whole, I believe that all 
those who are in the know about 
the development of contemporary 
photography, and particularly of 
Bulgarian, have enjoyed much 
more impressive photos in one-
man exhibitions or publications 
and by many of the presented here 
authors too. As to others, who 
have failed to be selected for one 
reason or another, the question 
remains about a better possible 
show. A commendable aspect 

day; photo reporters displayed 
pictures covering social conflicts, 
while authorial projects followed 
more personal lines. The objects 
of the photos did not facilitate any 
possible unifying pattern either: 
mostly popular figures, actors 
and politicians (Nahum Shopov, 
Kamen Donev, Elen Koleva, 
Simeon Saxe Coburg Gotha, Sergei 
Stanishev) next to the Monument 
to the Soviet Army defaced by 
graffiti along with street rallies 
and Boian Petrov climbing the 
highest peaks. Such a collaged 
collection of photographs of 
different periods could have been 
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of the exhibition was its scale 
and quality: some of the copies 
reached three metres or so in size, 
which corresponded well with the 
gallery’s area and unfortunately, 
was a rare occurrence in this 
country for purely financial 
or special reasons. I want to 
express my admiration for the 
organisers over their initiative to 
build a digital archive, which was 
announced within the show, being 
of paramount importance to the 
preservation of contemporary 
photography. The exhibition ran 
until 3 April. For more information 
please visit http://vivacomarthall.
b g / 2 0 1 7 / 0 3 / 1 4 / с ъ в р е м е н -
н а - б ъ л г а р с к а - ф о т о г р а ф и я / 
and https://www.facebook.com/
events/1888748394734214/
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nized interpreters and debuts of 
pianist prodigies.

ppIANISSIMO 2017 was promot-
ed by the organisers as a ‘retro-
spective’ offering opportunities 
for taking delight once again in 
the performance of favourites, 
many of whom have participated 
in the event on more than one oc-
casion (this time, of course, with 
new programmes). The festival 
upheld its own traditions: genre 
diversity with uncompromising 
selection of performers and piec-
es; flawless pianism exposed in 
various national and generational 
dimensions to it; focusing on Bul-
garian and world premieres; solo 
recitals; accessibility to wider au-
diences (a new online dimension 
to ‘free admission’ to the event: 
broadcasting live all the concerts 
on Binar.bg).

The venue was also the tradi-
tional one: the First Studio of the 
Bulgarian National Radio but in a 
different format this time. Unlike 
the previous editions, held ‘in the 

ppIANISSIMO: A working 
festival pattern
Diana Danova-Damianova

ppIANISSIMO International Festi-
val of Contemporary Piano Music 
2017 celebrated two anniversa-
ries: the festival’s 20th anniversary 
and the 70th birth day of its found-
er and artistic director of long 
standing, Stella Dimitrova-May-
storova.

Ever since its first edition in 
March 1998[1], the festival has es-
tablished itself as a creative lab of 
contemporary art and has for two 
decades now unflaggingly pur-
sued its concept to promote piano 
repertoires since the early twenti-
eth century, providing a platform 
for both internationally recog-

MUSIC FESTIVALS
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time on the bill of concerts given 
in Sofia, the audiences were giv-
en a chance to think over their ex-
perience, to grasp what they have 
seen and heard, to take in the lav-
ishly offered diversity, rather than 
leading to ‘blurring’ or dispersal.

ppIANISSIMO has always created 
an impression of a very well de-
vised and accomplished project, 
pursuing various thematic lines 
united by the idea of showing the 
piano’s infinite capacity not as a 
keyboard instrument alone, but 
also as a percussion instrument. 
This year’s edition too boasted a 

same breath’ and offering two and 
on the weekends even three con-
certs per day, this edition had eve-
ning performances only, but ran 
much longer: from 24 March to 9 
April. I was a bit suspicious of this 
more relaxed spacing out within 
three festival weeks, in series of 
three concerts on the weekends. 
I’d rather tend to a more dynamic, 
concentrated course of just sev-
eral successive days, but as the 
festival gained momentum, I hap-
pened to understand that it was 
a reasonable decision as by fea-
turing ppIANISSIMO for a longer 
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cital of Absolut Trio (Switzerland) 
became a memorable event for all 
their admirers attending ppIANIS-
SIMO. Dedicated to ppIANISSIMO, 
a traditional concert ‘generating’ 
new works and this time featur-
ing pieces by Dobrinka Tabakova, 
Penka Kuneva, Konstantin Ilievsky, 
Albena Petrovic Vratchanska, Al-
exandra Karastoyanova-Hermen-
tin, etc., understandably piqued 
interest. The recital given by Anna 
Christensson (piano, Sweden) and 
Annastina Malm (mezzo-soprano, 
Sweden/France), and the jams in 
ppIANISSIMO JAZZ Now, leading to 

well-proportioned dramaturgic 
concept. Each of the three festi-
val weeks featured a solo recital 
by brilliant pianists from differ-
ent countries, each of them very 
special and thrilling: Gabor Csalog 
(Hungary), Magdalena Lisak (Po-
land), Ralph van Raat (The Heth-
erlands). A number of Bulgarian 
performers living outside Bulgar-
ia such as Maria Martinova (Bel-
gium), Kamelia Miladinova (The 
Netherlands), Stefka Perifanova 
(Switzerland) made their admirers 
happy again with their bright artis-
tic presence. The new in a row re-

Magdalena Lisak
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ta Nyström as well as by contem-
porary Andrea Tarrodi, Katarina 
Leyman and Rei Munakata, where 
a Bulgarian work was embedded, 
the world premiere of Triptych of 
Autumn by Borislava Taneva pro-
ducing a profound effect.

Belgian-based Maria Martinova 
and one of the most popular con-
temporary Dutch pianists, Ralph 
van Raat opted for radically con-
trasting types of structuring of 
their concert programmes and 
their performances in Sofia of-
fered drastically different experi-
ence.

the anticipated culmination, the 
closing concert 70 Years from the 
Beginning… celebrating Stella Dim-
itrova-Maystorova’s anniversary 
were naturally interwoven into 
the general festival pattern.

Anna Christensson and Annas-
tina Malm, who participated in 
ppIANISSIMO 2016 Nordic Edition, 
were impressive with their fine 
and delicate melodising. At this 
year’s edition, they presented a 
Swedish programme including 
pieces by composers of the ear-
ly twentieth century: Sigurd von 
Koch, Moses Pergament and Gös-

СЕГА ppIANISSIMO JAZZ
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of pieces both by popular (Theo 
Loevendie, Louis Andriessen) and 
relatively unknown in this coun-
try Dutch authors (Gerard Beljon, 
Joep Franssens, Andries van Ros-
sem, etc.). At absolute creative 
oneness with Kamelia Miladinova, 
they immersed the audience in 
the Bulgarian premiere of Second 
Nature for Piano Four Hands by Va-
nessa Lann, an American compos-
er living in the Netherlands. This 
seemingly attractive piece that 
has such profound effect actually 
has the deep meaning ‘to explore 
the psychological and spiritual na-
ture of one pianist in relation to the 
other – to find the middle ground 
between a piece for two pianists 
and a work for soloist…’ [2].

Stella Dimitrova-Maystorova’s 
piano school is a wide-ranging 
topic deserving special attention 
and impossible to be broached 
here, but should not be left unob-
served either: we witnessed the 
best of her, especially in the clos-
ing concert. The celebration of the 
piano teacher’s 70th anniversary, 
who had trained a number of pi-
anists became, as one might ex-
pect, a social event, but the con-
cert itself ought to be mentioned 
for several reasons. On the one 
hand, that closing night brought 
together a galaxy of her students, 
many of whom making success-

On the Tonality Resists themed 
night, the duo Martinova – French 
violinist Cyril Garac offered a stret-
to in quicker time of the entire pro-
gramme. Without intervals (and 
applause between the pieces on 
their explicit request) the virtuosi 
performed eight, varying in genre 
and nationality, works for piano 
and for violin and piano (by Arvo 
Pärt, Gustavo Beytelmann, Pёter-
is Vasks, Lyubomir Denev, Miro-
slav Danev and Maria Martinova), 
compressing their entire duration 
into 60 minutes (excluding the 
thrillingly performed encore of 
Tango by Piazzolla). This not that 
usual concept created an atmo-
sphere of special concentration 
and absorption, leading to a total 
immersion in the harmony of the 
works, arousing in the audience 
a feeling of travelling by train, of 
calm contemplation of everything 
passing by.

Brilliant pianist and musicolo-
gist Ralph van Raat teaches con-
temporary piano music interpre-
tation at the Conservatorium van 
Amsterdam. He presented each of 
the pieces with visible pleasure, 
erudition and charm (a manner 
fancied by him judging by the vid-
eo-sharing websites). His recital 
became a lecture, a panorama of a 
kind of contemporary Dutch piano 
music with its Bulgarian premieres 
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ing institutional support[3], the 
festival is anticipated, vigilantly 
watched and covered by various 
publications. Enjoying its own cul-
tivated audiences of regular con-
certgoers, both professionals and 
lovers of music, now ppIANISSIMO 
is a far cry from an Eine-Frau-Festi-
val, as Leslie Lutz called it in 2003. 
Stella Dimitrova-Maystorova has 
assigned the mounting of the fes-
tival to ‘the young’, while she is 
now just the Honorary President 
of the ppIANISSIMO Foundation.

We are waiting with anticipa-
tion for the ppIANISSIMO Turns 20 
concert to be given on 20th Oc-
tober 2017 in „Bulgaria“ Hall with 
the participation of the Bulgari-
an National Radio Symphony Or-
chestra featuring pieces by Geor-
gi Minchev, Gheorghi Arnaoudov 
and Richard Dubugnon; soloists: 
Stella Dimitrova-Maystorova, Lilia 
Boyadjieva, Borislava Taneva and 
Vessela Pelovska.

[1] See for e.g.:. Данова, Диана. 
Фестивалът на клавирната 
музика на ХХ век ppIANISSI-
MO (1998–2006) – In: Българско 
музикознание, 2008, 1, pp. 90–
116/ Danova, Diana. ppIANISSIMO 
International Festival of Contem-
porary Piano Music (1998–2006) – 
In: Bulgarian Musicology, 2008, 1, 
pp. 90–116, etc.

[2] Lann, Vanessa. Second Na-

ful careers for themselves across 
Europe (Kamelia Miladinova, Ivan 
Pavlov, Alexandra Radulova, Na-
dejda Tzanova, Margarita Ilieva, 
Dariya Yovcheva, Rumen Traykov). 
On the other hand, with the Bul-
garian premieres of five composi-
tions for piano winners of the De 
Bach au jazz competition held by 
Lilia Boyadjieva in Paris (2015) by 
Roger Briggs, Ana Krstajić, Andrea 
Granitzio, Marco Molteni and Ken-
neth Lim, this concert given at ppI-
ANISSIMO 2017 evolved into a fes-
tival within the festival, raising the 
curtain on a novel selection of pi-
ano pieces from across the world. 
Last, but by no means least, the 
finishing touch, the duo of Stella 
Dimitrova-Maystorova and Lilia 
Boyadjieva of a piece charged with 
a special meaning by a composer, 
who had a decisive influence on 
the pianist’s career development, 
Sonata for Two Pianos No. 1 by La-
zar Nikolov became the semantic 
and emotional point of the entire 
festival.

Though pursuing its established 
line, ppIANISSIMO widens its scope 
both by offering masterclasses 
conducted by visiting pianists and 
giving concerts in other cities (this 
year’s edition included four con-
certs in Plovdiv).

Attracting intense public inter-
est, widely promoted and receiv-
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ture. – In: ppIANISSIMO 2017, Pro-
gramme, p. 78.

[3] Bulgarian National Radio is 
a co-organiser of ppIANISSIMO on 
a regular basis. Traditionally, the 
Ministry of Culture of the Republic 
of Bulgaria along with Sofia Mu-
nicipality, embassies and cultural 
institutions based in the countries 
from where visiting performers 
come also lend support to the fes-
tival.
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based on Nine Fairy Tales by Čapek 
(2012). Recently, the director is 
impressing with her choices of 
texts, interesting to children and 
adolescents and focused on such 
serious matters as the challenges 
which the process of growing up, of 
becoming aware of one’s identity 
and the transformation into an 
adult poses to kids. In season 
2016/2017, the bills of several 
theatres in Sofia feature her 
productions, reasserting the need 
for attention to these particular 
audiences: Horacio Quiroga’s 
Juan Darién – The Tiger Boy was 
premiered at Puppet Theatre, 
Sofia, Ronia the Robber’s Daughter 
based on Astrid Lindgren’s book is 
on Sofia Theatre’s bill and Fireflies 
by Andrei Filipov is her latest 
production at Theatre 199.

It would hardly sound far-
fetched to say that Katia Petrova 
belongs to those Bulgarian 
directors, who persistently enrich 
Bulgaria’s theatrical repertoires 
with new dramatizations, based on 
Bulgarian or foreign texts. With a 
few rare exceptions such as Fireflies, 
a children’s play composed as 

FIREFLIES AT THEATRE 199
Zornitsa Kamenova

Two lines are discernible in 
Katia Petrova’s directorial career, 
which, depending on the degree of 
generalisation of the characters, 
are intended either for adult 
audiences alone or are of the 
type of the family friendly shows. 
Examples of the former are: The 
King Nonentity by Konstantin Iliev 
(2010); Autobiography based on 
Nušić (2011); Shakespeare’s The 
Tempest (2013); The Collector by 
Radoslav Chichev (2014); The 
Samsas based on Kafka’s The 
Metamorphosis (2015); while of the 
latter: We, the Sparrows by Yordan 
Radichkov (2002); The Story of a 
Seagull and the Cat Who Taught 
Her to Fly based on Sepúlveda’s 
work (2008); The King-Tramp’s Tale 
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space). The youngest enjoy the 
visual spectacularity in the play 
of lights, popping up out of the 
blue around the characters, or 
in their hands, enveloping them, 
and moving in an unexpected 
breathtaking fairy show. The 
younger children, in their turn, 
make sense of the inconspicuously 
interwoven educational moments 
and the ever so abstract references 
to the subjectivity and relativity 
of life and the views of it, when 
the viewpoint changes. A central 
message of the text conveyed by 
the stage performance is the idea 
of the strong ‘lifelong’ children’s 
friendships. It is exposed as 

early as 2013 by playwright Andrei 
Filipov, her specific approach to 
dramaturgy supposes adapting 
non-dramaturgical texts for the 
performances under her direction.

The story of two kids, taken on 
a journey around the stars by a 
Firefly with a strange name born in 
a lotus, who has landed on the Earth 
from the planet Tralfamadotus, is 
in fact a metaphor of their way to 
discover the beauty and magic of 
what is unknown and remote (the 
stars), getting familiarized with the 
universe (the planets) and closer 
to the metaphysical world beyond 
the known one (the secrets of the 

A scene from Fireflies by Andrei Filipov, dir. Katia Petrova, Theatre 199
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Karadjova: a team well known from 
Katia Petrova’s previous successful 
staging of The Samsas, presently 
on the bill of Sfumato Theatre 
Laboratory and awarded with or 
nominates for the Icarus prize of 
the Union of Bulgarian Actors. 
As a director of Julia Ognianova’s 
school, Katia Petrova adheres 
to her principles in building the 
structure of a performance, in its 
textual and visual basis and the 
development of the performers’ 
potential, i.e. studies in inventing 
the scenes, imagination and 
‘a well-calculated freedom of 
improvisation’, rendering the 
stage narration a vital easiness in 

early as the exposition of the 
performance, which starts with 
the play of four kids, distributing 
between themselves roles, where 
the adventure itself begins. Thus, 
the four characters become 
heroes in their own imaginary 
story, where little Fillip and Maya 
observe celestial events and 
get involved in an extraordinary 
star journey, led by a narrating 
Magician and a strange talking 
Firefly.

Anna Valeria Gostanian, 
Velislava Marinkova, Angel Kalev 
and Lubomir Zhelev are assigned 
to play in the production; music by 
Hristo Yotsov; set design by Petia 

A scene from Fireflies
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Fireflies too. The ‘magicality’ is to 
a large extent rendered through 
the inventive set design by Petia 
Karadjova, surprising with her 
unusual extraterrestrial puppet 
of the Firefly and the two kinds 
of children’s puppets: of life-size 
children in the ‘real’ introductory 
story and of tiny kids, who alter 
the scope of the journey to the 
vast outer space, where the Firefly 
proves to be much larger than 
them. The transformations of 
the puppets and the actors, the 
specific and ingenious theatrical 
quests of the designer and the 
director reshape the elusive, 
but amenable to visualisation 
theatrical space into funny, vivid, 
immersed in light and contrasts 
images, challenging the flight of 
the children’s imagination. The 
crew behind the production define 
its meaning in such a way: ‘…there 
is a flight over the Earth, but there 
is also a flight of the heart and the 
soul out there, where everyone 
can be very happy, into the worlds 
of fantasy and genuine intimacy.’
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edition of Sofia International Film 
Festival (SIFF) were four films with 
Bulgarian majority co-producers 
and teams and five works with 
minority Bulgarian co-producers. 
Six of these participated in several 
competitions receiving awards. 
This fact prompted me to consider 
their qualities, which alongside 
the producers, funding and the 
national traditions depend above 
all on the talent of the creative 
teams.

Câini/Dogs (France / Romania 
/ Bulgaria / Qatar, dir. Bogdan 
Mirică) is a Western-style movie. 
Foreign cinemagoers seem to 
associate the Balkans with the 
Wild West. The picture’s subtle 
suspense develops slowly, but 
enchantingly. As Prof. Ingeborg 
Bratoeva-Darakchieva observes, 
the visual representation of the 
Romanian part of Dobrudja is 
reminiscent of the scenery of Once 
Upon a Time in Anatolia (Turkey/

Usually, the topic of minority or 
majority Bulgarian co-productions 
is unfailingly broached at 
discussions and roundtables. 
Typically though, such issues are 
always hovering at the periphery 
of attention, shouldered aside 
by seemingly more significant or 
lingering flaws of the filmmaking 
system. The discussion would 
more often than not focus on 
funding problems along the 
majority-minority co-productions 
axis.

On the bill of this year’s March 

MAJORITY AND MINORITY BULGARIAN 
FEATURE CO-PRODUCTIONS AT SIFF 
2017
Rosen Spasov
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co-productions that landed at SIFF 
2017 already having successful 
festival performance (especially 
Godless), both nationally and 
internationally. They didn’t go 
unnoticed by the SIFF juries and 
Glory received the Domaine Boyar 
Award for Best Balkan Film[3], while 
Godless scooped Sofia City of Film 
Grand Prix Award for Best Film in 
the International Competition for 
debut and sophomore film.[4]

Light Thereafter (Bulgaria/
Belgium), also a majority co-
production and Konstantin 
Bojanov’s sophomore film 
following his debut Avé, had 
its Bulgarian premiere at the 

Bosnia and Herzegovina) by Nuri 
Bilge Ceylan.[1] The landscapes 
are vast, pretty and endless, but 
dismal. The characters and their 
actions are in tune with these 
contrasts. To label the work as 
an Eastern, there is a sheriff or 
rather (taking into consideration 
the local realities) a police officer, 
who is terminally-ill.

I already reviewed Glory 
(Bulgaria/Greece, dirs. Kristina 
Grozeva, Petar Valchanov), 
Godless (Bulgaria/Denmark/
France, dir. Ralitza Petrova) and 
Hristo (Bulgaria/Italy, dirs. Grigor 
Lefterov, Todor Matsanov),[2] so 
I’d now just emphasise the fact 
that these are majority Bulgarian 
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encounters with the boy whip up 
various emotions in him and that 
is why their names are taken as 
titles of the chapters of the film. 
Thus the chaotic, on the face of it, 
storyline is welded together. These 
characters appear episodically 
but they play a key role in 
reflecting the main protagonist’s 
inner world. These characters are 
played by Margita Gosheva, Elitsa 
Mateva and above all, by Thure 
Lindhardt,[5] whose performance 
is convincing and balanced.

Mrs. J (Mirjana Karanović) also 
faces an existential problem due 
to the trauma she suffered rather 
than to her age. In Requiem 
for Mrs. J (Serbia/Bulgaria/
Macedonia/Russia/France, dir. 
Bojan Vuletić),[6] the complexity 

Festival after being premiered 
in competition in Rotterdam. Its 
visual artistry is radically different 
from the abovementioned films, 
presenting a sharp contrast to 
their hyperrealistic aesthetics 
and perhaps this was the reason 
why the juries left it out in the 
cold. Hopefully, should the 
team carefully work out their 
festival strategy, the picture will 
elude such an attitude at other 
destinations. The movie tells the 
story of a boy, who has the great 
inherent sensitivity of an artist 
in the quest for his true self in 
an already globalising world with 
blurred borders between the 
countries unlike those between 
people. Spectators face a colourful 
tapestry of characters down the 
boy’s path to adulthood. Their 
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the Bulgarian movie are in a state 
of a continuous collision, whereas 
in Momčilović’s work the narrative 
is built more traditionally and 
narratively. Moreover, the Balkan, 
Serbian and particularly, the sense 
of humour of Miroslav Momčilović, 
who derives inspiration from long 
observations of homeless people, 
are an indelible part of each scene, 
even of the most dramatically 
charged. In Lefterov/Matsanov’s 
story the moments, when the 
tramps are having fun, arouse pity 
and repulsion. Through the eyes of 
Momčilović, everything is lighter 
and more colourful. The Serbian 
down-and-outs are a funny and 
romantic bunch of oddballs. Their 
having fun is more of a clownery 
not that skilfully performed by the 

of being is shown via a series of 
very long shots including perfect 
intraframe compression. Close-
ups are almost missing except 
those of Mrs. J and the character, 
who offers her ‘friendly’ advice 
about an easy way out. Their faces 
are the only ones worth to look 
insightfully at. The hopeless story 
of a desperate character evolves 
into a social commentary on public 
administration through the subtle 
implication of black humour.

A Stinking Fairytale (Serbia/
Bulgaria, dir. Miroslav Momčilović), 
is on the other end of the 
emotional spectrum telling, very 
much like Hristo, the story of two 
hobos. Still, the meeting points 
are just a few. The characters in 
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created by the directors. A series 
of comic situations of varying 
potency follows. In Toni Erdmann 
(Germany/Austria/Switzerland/
Romania, dir. Maren Ade), a 
powerful comic volley, perhaps one 
of the best in the movie, has been 
achieved through the Bulgarian 
mummer’s costume. Mummers 
pop in out of nowhere ‘at an 
unearthly hour’, thus seeking and 
achieving exotic mysticism. Some 
other inaccuracies stemming 
from the fact that all the Balkan 
countries have been filmed in 
Bulgaria alone, might annoy 
local audiences, but have been 
left unnoticed by the apparently 
and undoubtedly skilled West-
European filmmakers, who made 
the movie.

otherwise good actors. Though 
the director says that the film has 
no happy ending,[7] the end still is 
a fairy-tale one.

The opening film, King of the 
Belgians (Belgium/Netherlands/
Bulgaria, dirs. Peter Brosens, 
Jessica Woodworth) also relies of 
fairy-tale-ish moments, following 
an imaginary Belgian monarch 
(Peter Van den Begin), who 
travels incognito across the exotic 
Balkans. Extremely imaginary 
episodes: Turkey joining the 
EU, Belgium splitting into two 
countries and a solar storm 
striking earth and causing aviation 
disruption and communication 
loss almost immediately take the 
audiences to the parodic world 
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producers, I think it is worth a try 
regardless of whether or not such 
movies are deemed at festivals to 
be part of our national filmmaking. 
At least we are acquiring technical, 
creative and producing experience 
and in some cases, even the 
minimal participation might 
open doors in the future towards 
more significant achievements. In 
this sense, Bulgarian producers 
and financial institutions face a 
difficult selection of projects to be 
supported.

(This paper was delivered by 
the author at a roundtable on the 
New Bulgarian Film and Its Festival 
Performance, mounted by Kino 
journal and held at Sredets Hall of 

The latest edition of SIFF that 
may help us tune with great 
precision to the contemporary 
world but above all, to European 
film, has clearly highlighted an 
increasing number of features 
made in co-production with 
Bulgarian co-producers and teams. 
Both the majority or minority co-
productions evince either good 
or satisfactory European quality. 
Some of these are even more 
than that. This trend apparently 
provides Bulgarian filmmaking 
with a good chance and back to 
the questions in the beginning 
as to whether its is prestigious 
enough or not to be minority co-
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[5] This is his second role in a 
Bulgarian film after The Island by 
Kamen Kalev.

[6] Requiem for Mrs. J received 
the FIPRESCI Award at SIFF 2017.

[7] Miroslav Momčilović’s A 
Stinking Fairytale opened the 
Balkan Competition at SIFF 2017. 
SIFF Newsletter, 5, 13 March 2017, 
pp. 1-2

the Ministry of Culture on 9 May 
2017) 

Photos: SIFF, www.siff.bg
[1] Bratoeva-Darakchieva, 

Ingeborg. New Art Film on the 
Balkans: Transterritoriality and 
Intertextuality, a paper at the 
International Conference Art 
Readings 2017: Crossing borders, 
New Art module, held at the 
Institute of Art Studies, BAS, 3–5 
May 2017

[2] Spasov, Rosen. Golden Rose 
2016: Seeking the golden mean 
or not?, http://artstudies.bg/
platforma/?p=845&lang=en, 19 
October 2016

[3] Glory received also the 
Award of the Bulgarian Guild of 
Film Critics.

[4] Godless received also the Award 
for Best Bulgarian Feature Film.
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Daniel Tichkov’s was a brilliant 
delivery of the character of the 
Fool. He proved to be of the new 
crop of dancers in Burgs ballet 
company. The boy impresses 
with his good posture, his turning 
technique, being also good and 
expressive in the leaps. He has 
the technicity and artistry I’ve 
witnessed on many occasions in 
ballet shows in Saint Petersburg. 
All along his performance as the 
Fool, Daniel Tichkov was close to 
the original or at least to my idea 
of it.

While watching Cinderella[2], 
he surprised me as the Prince. 
Cinderella in the rendering of 
Burgas ballet company was a nicely 
interpreted, choreographically 
redacted ballet tale, evincing an 
aesthetical synthesis of various 
redactions. The effect was 
heightened by the wonderful 
delivery of Vesa Tonova as 
Cinderella and the expected 
powerful and stable performance 
of Galina Kalcheva as the Fairy 

There has not been a young 
artist of promise to capture 
and hold audiences’ attention 
on the horizon of the ballet of 
Burgas for quite a while now. The 
performance of an unknown to me 
ballet dancer as the Fool appealed 
to me in a show of Swan Lake[1]. 
His was a definitely arresting 
presence showing consummate 
artistry, plasticity and good 
technical ballet skills. This role, 
in which once departed Grisha 
Roglev excelled, is dynamic and 
imbued with varied and, I should 
say, quite intricate choreographic 
vocabulary.

A LITTLE PRINCE ONSTAGE IN 
BURGAS
Rosen Metodiev

THEATRE
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the National School of Dance Arts, 
Sofia when he turned 10. Until 
his eighth grade he was far from 
fascinated with the long hours of 
difficult, monotonous and even 
dull at times exercises at the ballet 
school, but back then he managed 
to conquer his weaker self and 
after mastering the basics he came 
to realise that ballet was his thing. 
Thus he stepped on the long road 
to art. He was second in Atanas 
Petrov National Ballet Competition 
2011. A year later, he completed 
his studies and danced lead roles 
in Swan Lake, The Nutcracker, Don 
Quixote, Giselle, Romeo and Juliet 
for Ruse Opera House. He had 

Godmother.
Meeting Daniel after the show 

was a pleasant surprise. What I 
saw were eyes wide open, artistic 
in a ballet fashion that have 
apparently predetermined the 
career of the young dancer. He 
emanated pleasure at his well-
done job and thirst for more. 
I believe that Burgas has now 
at long last a young, talented 
promising dancer! A real Little 
Prince[3] has made a comeback 
onstage in Burgas

Daniel told me that it was his 
granny who was behind the idea 
of his taking to ballet. He was 
born in 1994, in Sofia. He went to 
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Burgas prima ballerina Galina 
Kalcheva is an excellent example of 
a successful career. The repertoire 
of the company has relied on her 
for years now and she has played 
all the lead and/or title roles. 
Owing to her vary hard work, 
ambitiousness, perseverance 
and stamina,, she has kept her 
position of a principle dancer of 
Burgas company, but I am only 

tens of roles at Stefan Makedonsky 
National Musical Theatre, Sofia 
and Stara Zagora Opera House.

I do believe that Daniel will play 
all the lead roles in Burgas for he 
is up to it. A ballet dancer ought to 
play all the time to hone his skills 
and build further his characters. It 
takes a lot of work and excellent 
shape to be in good condition, 
allowing reaching their peak.
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on 27 March 2017.
[3] The Little Prince by Antoine 

de Saint-Exupéry is a story 
emblematic of spirituality and 
rethinking the important things in 
life in a new way.

too well aware of what it costs 
her! The stage of Burgas had seen 
a whole bunch of ballerinas, but 
how many of those came to stay?

I’d be happy now, when a young 
man and an interesting artist, an 
aspiring soloist has come, to see 
him encouraged and buoyed up by 
the Opera’s management. Artists 
are generally a thin-skinned and 
vulnerable lot, their souls and 
hearts work differently. Young 
hopefuls need caring approach 
to realise their full potential. To 
keep young actors in the company 
means to lend them support and 
wings.

May this Little Prince, who 
appeared on the stage of Burgas 
ballet company, play all possible 
princes there taking the audiences 
closer to the beauty of dance and 
ballet art and sharing his love for 
this art, which is the love of his 
life.

Because ‘what is essential is 
invisible to the eye,’ Antoine de 
Saint-Exupéry wrote and may we 
experience this through Daniel!

[1] Swan Lake by Tchaikovsky, 
choreographed by Hikmet 
Mehmedov after M. Petipa, 
premiered in Burgas on 30 
May.2016.

[2] Cinderella by Prokofiev; 
choreographed by Hikmet 
Mehmedov, performed in Burgas 
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the balance between the strict 
religious norms of his native 
country and the opportunity to 
express freely his socio-political 
positions in a specific manner. 
It was this finding that piqued 
my interest ushering me to 
delve deeper into a culturally 
rich country, still marginal to the 
Bulgarian public.

Majid Majidi was born on 17 
April 1959, in Tehran and this year 
he turns 58. At the age of 14 he 
joined amateur companies to then 
complete his studies in acting at 
the Academy for Dramatic Arts. 
Following the Iranian Revolution 
his affinity for cinema propelled 
him to playing minor parts in 
various productions, the most 
remarkable of those being that 
in the Mohsen Makhmalbaf’s 
Boycott (1985), which gained him 
popularity. Soon after, he took 
up an independent career as a 
director, writer and producer. In 

MAJID MAJIDI: A COMBINATION OF MIDDLE 
EAST PHILOSOPHY AND CONTEMPORARY 
WEST FILM
Zlatina Antova

Along with Abbas Kiarostami and 
Mohsen Makhmalbaf, the star of 
yet another brilliant film director 
rose in the 1990s Iran, whose work 
helped to boost Iranian nation’s 
international reputation in the 
wake of the Iranian Revolution. In 
his career of two decades he has 
helmed eleven features topping 
the list of Iranian award-winning 
directors. Unlike the other Iranian 
filmmakers of the new wave, he 
feels at home working both in 
his country and abroad, which 
is of paramount importance to 

SCREEN ARTS
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Sparrows (2008), which won me 
over as an admirer of Iranian 
film generally, rather than of 
the excellent storyteller Majidi 
alone. His protagonist, a member 
of the socially disadvantaged 
groups, undergoes a string of life-
changing events, and tragic too, 
at least at first sight. Though torn 
between material and spiritual 
choices, he comes to realise his 
sinfulness and climbs the ladder, 
one step at a time, to his own 
spiritual rebirth. The scenes of 
rural pastoral scenery and the 
vastness of the countryside are 
contrasted with the bustling city 
with its ugly concrete skyline and 
money thirsty citizens. Majidi’s 
artistry abounds in marvellous 
compositions, colours and a 
variety of perspectives.

The film tells the story of Karim 
(Majidi’s favourite Mohammad 
Amir Naji), a middle-aged family 
man who lives in a village outside 
of Tehran with his wife Narges 
(Maryam Akbari) and his three 
children, working on an ostrich 
farm. The film opens with striking 
pictures of the countryside, where 
Karim makes his living. His work is 
interrupted with news of his eldest 
daughter Haniyeh (Shabnam 
Akhlaghi) losing her hearing aid 
in the local water storage tank. An 
incident gives one of the ostriches 

1992 he made his debut feature, 
Baduk, screened at Cannes IFF. 
The work addresses child slavery. 
The Persian term ‘baduk’ refers 
to people, often children hired 
against their will to carry smuggled 
goods from the border on foot. 
Like the other representatives 
of the Iranian new wave, Majidi 
uses children’s characters to 
represent metaphorically socio-
political problems; still, he was 
not spared censorship. The 
director is vocal in many issues 
of Islamic fundamentalism, 
revealing at the same time the 
profound humane aspects of the 
faith. Regardless of an array of 
references to religious principles, 
Majidi’s pictures are rather like 
tales inspired by the Hadith[1] 
and mysticism, by symbolism of 
animals, objects and the deep 
metamorphoses of human soul. 
Following his characters, Majidi 
in his films deals with two subject 
matters: revelation from Heaven 
and repentance. His characters 
face human values and faith put 
to the test against a backdrop of 
a life full of tragic wear and tear, 
thus skilfully combining the tenets 
of Middle East philosophy and 
subjects popular with the modern 
film in the West.

The first film I watched was one 
of his recent works, The Song of 
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ostrich farm. Karim also discovers 
that what is considered junk in 
Tehran would have some value 
back in his village and he starts 
taking home different objects to 
his homestead.

Karim loses his moral 
footing: his greed, avarice and 
acquisitiveness growing, he 
forgets his long-held dream of 
replacing his elder daughter’s 
Haniyeh broken hearing aid. Still, 
he has moments of being in two 
minds. Initially, Karim’s fortunes 
are on the upswing and he has 
worked his way out of poverty, He 
gives his friend, Ramezan (Hassan 
Rezaee), an offering to place at 
the shrine hoping that his life will 
continue to improve. Gradually, 
Karim’s wrongdoings settle in, 
replacing his good works. When 

the opportunity to escape into the 
countryside. Karim’s strenuous 
efforts to find the bird come to 
naught, and he is sacked.

Unable to provide for his family 
and to repair his daughter’s 
hearing aid, Karim finds himself 
in a foreign to him place fraught 
with difficult moral dilemmas, 
typical of the modern world: in 
the unfriendly hustle and bustle 
of the city (a reference to the 
neo-realists’ favourite subject). 
While touring the city on his 
motorbike, he is mistakenly taken 
by a hurried businessman to be 
a private motorbike taxi. Soon 
Karim discovers a lucrative new 
occupation ferrying passengers 
around the city on the back of 
his bike to make more money 
this way than back home on the 
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when he is punished. An accident 
involving the accumulated 
rubble leaves him disabled. From 
this point on, the protagonist 
becomes a humble observer of 
the surrounding world and he 
has a long-awaited lucid moment. 
Regaining his moral footing, 
he comes to understand the 
sufficiency of simple life through 
his family’s affection, when his 
wife and children earnestly set 
about making ends meet. The most 
moving is the seen when Karim 
sees a childish dream dashed, a 
foolish fish-farm scheme to grow 
and sell thousands of goldfish in 
the village water reservoir, but 
the barrel which contains goldfish 
bursts all the fish spilling out on 
the ground. Smiling, already aware 
of the chimerical trapping of the 
dreams of earthly things, Karim 
sings a joyful song: ‘The world is 
a lie; the world is a dream’, wiping 
away the tears rolling down the 
sad boys’ faces.

Given the movie’s title, we should 
broach its focus on symbolism of 
birds in Islamic philosophy, just 
one of many, occurring not in Islam 
alone. Karim’s fury to destroy the 
reservoir humbly subsides at the 
heavenly view of birds nesting 
there. The final scene abounds in 
symbolism succeeding in evoking 
a powerful emotional response 

his wife offers a spare door from 
the courtyard to a cousin of hers, 
Karim completely looses his cool 
and sets out to retrieve the door to 
store it back to his material world 
in his homestead. A wonderful 
aerial shot showing Karim trudging 
across the open fields with the blue 
door upon his back amazes with its 
meaningfulness and painterliness, 
marking the film’s climatic scene. 
Karim’s growing acquisitiveness 
makes him join a group of hired 
cyclists transporting refrigerators 
and succumb to the temptation to 
sell his cargo refrigerator on the 
black market to pocket the money. 
But the chance sighting of some 
ostriches on a truck somehow 
strikes a chord with his conscience, 
and he ultimately returns the 
refrigerator box to the original 
warehouse. This eye-opening 
experience amidst the hurly-burly 
of everyday life, yet another sign 
of change, signifies the freedom 
of the country, bringing him back 
to those moments of happiness, 
when he used to feed his birds. 
The last test he is put to proves to 
be fatal. Stuck in a traffic jam, he 
is reluctant to pay a young girl on 
the road selling smoking aspand 
(an Iranian custom dating from 
Zoroastrian times to ward off the 
‘evil eye’) anything more than the 
minimum amount and it is here 
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in an era of a universal cultural 
crisis. Hopefully, audiences will do 
justice to him for a film may seem 
to someone to be propagandistic 
or foreign, but also uniting in 
defiance of some indoctrinated 
political or religious prejudice.

[1] A collection of traditions 
containing sayings of the prophet 
Muhammad which, with accounts 
of his daily practice (the Sunna), 
constitute the major source of 
guidance for Muslims.

in me. By releasing the sparrow 
from his room at the end, Karim 
seems to herald the emancipation 
of his soul.

This work is emblematic as part 
of contemporary film. The creative 
value of Majidi’s style is established 
along with the traditions of the 
neo-realist Iranian film school. 
The specific photographic 
principle of focusing on the things 
of life, typical of the Eastern film 
as a whole, is adhered to as well 
as moderation in and laconicism 
of the storyline, music and lines 
to achieve a fluent merging of a 
symbol into another symbol, of 
a philosophical idea into another 
idea, of reality into fiction and vice 
versa. The plethora of expressive 
devices, imbuement with social 
messages is like a missing pearl 
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